Un-Judging Help

I see, ... You see,... but we don't all see the same, that's why it's special when someone decides to help you - through your pain;
because what I choose or chose to do, you probably - don't understand,
Yet still, while juggling your life plans, you find a way to offer me a hand;
because even though I am a man, I can not stand on my own, especially while residing on a land far away from home;
So for me, not to appreciate support of any kind is not illegal, but through my eyes, it's sort of - like a crime;
See I see, and you see,... but we don't all see the same, that's why it's special when someone decides to help -
see you through your pain;
Because you may not agree with my principles & codes,
Yet, while on your own path, you and time - to help me on this road;
You could lean a cold shoulder, but instead you - extend a warm heart,
and that's why in my eyes, your acts are a - work of art;
And for me not to appreciate the things that you do, would be a sign of an ungrateful mind;
(... In my Personal Point of View)

⇒
See I see... and you see... but we don't all see the same,
that's why it's special, when someone decides to -
- help see you through your pain.
because you may not relate (in any way), to what -
- I'm going through.
Yet, while being puzzled... you still try to have a clue;
and that truly is special, especially in this Present
where everyone is worried about -
"If I do this, what are they going to say?"
So for me not to appreciate your support -
- just because you care,
Even though you don't do it for this reason -
- would really be unfair.
So even though I can't show in an extended way -
- that I would like,
I pray you feel the appreciation, through these -
- words that I write.
Because I SEE... and you SEE... but we don't all -
- see the same.
So it's special for you to help SEE me -
- through this pain.
So I show my appreciation in all the ways that I can,
And sincerely pray, that THE best, for you is truly -
- IN GOD's plans.